Omnicell Supply System
Objectives

- Omnicell Overview
- Username and Password Assignment
- Fingerprint Registration
- Using the System
  - Opening the Door
  - Avoiding Null Transactions
  - Correcting Bin Levels
  - Returning Items
-Exiting the System
What is an Omnicell?
Username & Password

- Initial (Usually the first letter of last name)
- Birth Month
- Birth Day
- Password – 3 to 12 Letters or Numbers

M0623

*********
Fingerprint Registration
Using the System

LOGGING IN

- Username/Password/Fingerprint
- Choose Patient or Floor Charge
  - Local versus Global
- Locate Item
- Open Door

NO NULL TRANSACTIONS

- What are they?
- Why is it a problem?
- How to avoid them
  - “Out of Stock” buttons
  - Remove/Return
  - Adjust Bin Level
Using the System

FINDING AN ITEM

REMOVING AN ITEM
Using the System

ADJUSTING BIN LEVELS

RETURNING ITEMS
Exiting the System
Questions???

It's QUESTION TIME!!